We define the so-called box convolution product and study their properties in order to present the approximate solutions for the general coupled matrix convolution equations by using iterative methods. Furthermore, we prove that these solutions consistently converge to the exact solutions and independent of the initial value.
Introduction
In addition to the usual matrix multiplication, there has been renewed interest in the matrix convolution products of matrix functions such as Kronecker convolution product and Hadamard convolution product. These products have interesting properties and many applications, for example, to the solution of nonhomogeneous matrix differential equations based on the definition of the so-called Dirac identity matrix which behaves like a group identity element under the convolution matrix operation.
In fact, the importance of these products arises naturally in several areas of mathematics and plays very important role in many applications such as system theory, control theory, stability theory of differential equations, communication systems, perturbation analysis of matrix differential equations, and other fields of pure and applied mathematics; see, for example, 1, 2 . Furthermore several different techniques have been successfully applied in various fields of matrix algebra in matrix equations, and matrix differential equations, matrix inequalities. For example, Nikolaos in 3 established some inequalities involving convolution product of matrices and presented a new method to obtain closed form solutions 2 Abstract and Applied Analysis of transition probabilities as well as dependability measures and then solved the renewal matrix equation by using the convolution product of matrices. Similarly, Sumita in 4 established the matrix Laguerre transform in order to calculate matrix convolutions and evaluated a matrix renewal function. In 5 , the authors recently studied connections between Kronecker and Hadamard convolution product and establish some attractive inequalities for Hadamard convolution product.
In the field of matrix algebra and system identification, the iterative methods have received much attention. For example, Starke and Niethammer in 6 presented an iterative method for solutions of Sylvester equations by using the SOR technique; Kagstrom in 7 derived an a proximate solution of the coupled Sylvester matrix equations; Ding and Chen in 8 presented a general family of iterative methods to solve coupled Sylvester matrix equations. Similarly, Kılıçman and Al Zhour in 9, 10 studied the iterative methods to solve the coupled matrix convolution equations. To the best of our knowledge numerical solutions of general matrix convolution equations have not fully been investigated yet; thus the present work is focused on the iterative solutions of coupled matrix convolution equations and the convergence of these solutions.
In the present paper, we study approximate solutions of the general matrix convolution equations by using iterative methods and box convolution product. Further, we prove that these solutions consistently converge to the exact solutions for any initial value. In the present work we use the following notations ii A {−1} t , det A t , and Vec A t : are the inverse, determinant and vector-operator respect to the convolution ofA t , respectively.
iii A t * B t , A t B t , A t ΘB t : the convolution product, usual product, and Kronecker convolution product, respectively, of matrix functions A t and B t .
iv A t and A T t : are the norm and transpose of matrix functionA t , respectively. v A {m} t and A m t : and the m-power convolution product and m-power usual product of matrix functionA t , respectively. vi δ t and D n t are the Dirac delta function and Dirac identity acts as group identity matrix under the convolution matrix operation, respectively.
vii symbol represents the box convolution product and Khatri-Rao convolution product was denoted by notation ∇.
Some Results on the Convolution Products of Matrices
In this section, we introduce the convolution products of matrices, namely, the convolution and Kronecker convolution products; for details see 5 . Some new results of these products are established that will be useful in our investigation of the applications. Notice that correlation and convolution are identical when the functions f ik −t are symmetric.
ii Kronecker convolution product see 5, 9 is
where f ij t * B t is the ijth submatrix of ordern × p, A t ΘB t is of order m n × n p, and A t * B t is of order m × p.
Of course there are some interesting connections between these matrix convolutions products which are very important in order to establish new inequalities that involving these matrix products. For example, the entries of the autocovariances matrix function can be expressed in terms of the Kronecker convolution product; see 5 .
n . The determinant, inverse, and m-power of A t with respect to the convolution are defined for t ≥ 0 as follows see, e.g., 10 .
i Determinant is
where D 1j the determinant of the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix function obtained from A t by deleting row 1 and column j of A t also known as the minor of A t corresponding to the entryf 1j t of A t . 
n , I n ∈ M n be scalar identity matrix and D n t δ t I n ∈ M I n . Then for α and β being constants,
2.8
Proof. The proof is straightforward by using the definition of the convolution product of matrices.
Lemma 2.4. Let v t and u t ∈ M n,1 . Then
Proof. The proof is straightforward by the definitions of the Kronecker convolution product.
Proof. To prove 2.10 , let X t contain x 1 t , . . . , x p t vectors and let e j t be a vector of zeros except for a δ t in the jth position, for each j 1, 2, . . . , p, then 
2.12
Main Results
The iterative methods always begin with an initial vector, say X 0 t , and, for nonnegative integer k, then calculate the next vector, X k 1 t , from the current vector X k t . The limit of such a sequence of vectors {X k t }, when the limit exists, is the desired solution to problem. Thus the fundamental tool is to understand iterative algorithm that is the concepts of distance between vectors.
In the literature there are many researches on the theory and applications of iterative algorithms. However in this part we consider the following linear convolution equation:
where A t f ij t ∈ M I n given full-rank matrix with nonzero diagonal elements for all t ≥ 0, and B t is n-vector and X t is an unknown vector to be solved. Further we assume that X k t is the iterative solutions of X t . Now in order to apply the iterative method it is necessary to choose an initial vector, say, X 1 t and apply rule of iteration method to compute X k t from the known previous vector X k−1 t . Thus the iterative methods are as follows:
where
n is a full-rank matrix to be determined for all t ≥ 0 and μ > 0 is the selected parameter. Here we can also interpret μ > 0 as step-size or convergence factor also known as the ratio of convergence. Then the following lemma is straightforward. 
and algorithm is given by
Similarly, if A t ∈ M I m,n is a nonsquare full row-rank matrix, then lim k → ∞ X k t X t and
where k 1, 2, . . ., and 0 < μ < 2.
By selecting different values for the convergence factor we can have several different operators as a representation, for example, if μ 1, then it is easy to prove that
iii similarly X k t in 3.5 also converges to {A t * A t * A T t {−1} * B t }.
Note that the iterative algorithm in 3.4 and 3.5 is also suitable for solving nonsquare convolution systems and thus also useful for finding the iterative solutions of coupled matrix convolution equations. We also note that the convergence ratio μ in 3.3 -3.5 does not depend on the matrix A t and it easy to select; however the algorithms in 3.3 -3.5 require some computation of matrix inversion with respect to convolution. Now we can use the iterative method to solve more general coupled matrix convolution equations of the following form:
. . .
n , and C i t ∈ M m,n , are given matrices while X i t ∈ M m,n unknown matrix functions to be solved.; see 9 .
7
In order to be more concise the least -squares iterative algorithm will be presented later, and we introduce the box convolution product denoted by notation . Let 
. . . 
ii one has
3.13
iii one has
iv in general, A t B t / B t A t , v A t * B t C t A t * B t C t / A t * B t C t , vi A t B t C t A t B t C t / A t B t * C t .
Proof. The proof is straightforward on using the definition of the box convolution. 
. . . In order to derive the iterative algorithm for solving the general matrix convolution equations defined in 3.6 , we first consider the following coupled matrix convolution equations defined by Kılıçman and Al Zhour in 9
3.16
and its iterative solution can be expressed as
3.17
where D n t and D m t are Dirac identity matrices of order n × n and m × m, respectively. Now let X i k t i 1, 2, . . . , p be the estimates or iterative solutions of X i t ; then we present the least-squares iterative algorithm to compute the solutions X i k t i 1, 2, . . . , p of general coupled matrix convolution 3.6 as follows:
where μ 1/ m n . We note that since 3.19 is well established by using the Lemma 3.1, then the algorithm in 3.19 is known as the least-squares iterative algorithm.
Theorem 3.4. If the general matrix convolution equations defined in 3.6 have unique solutions
X i t , i 1, 2, . .
. , p , then the iterative solutions X i k t given by the algorithm in 3.19 converge to the solutions X i t for any initial values
Proof. Define the estimation error matrix as follows:
Abstract and Applied Analysis
3.22
By using 3.6 and 3.19 , it is easy to get
.
3.23
Thus by defining a nonnegative definite function:
3.24 on using the equation defined in 3.23 , and the box convolution properties, then we have the following formula:
and thus it follows that
3.26
Now taking the summation on i from 1 to p yields
3.27
If the convergence factor μ is chosen to satisfy 0 < μ < 2/mnp, then we have
It follows that as k → ∞, thus we obtain 
. . . By using the box convolution product properties, 3.19 can be written as the following more compact form:
